Summary Some human monogenic syndromes are characterized by a high cancer propensity, and provide a pathway to the understanding of genetic origin of human cancers. In this review, cytogenetic insights into the Fanconi's anemia (FA) and retinoblastoma (RB) genes have been presented as the model for recessively and dominantly transmitted cancerprodisposing genes, respectively. Some recessively transmitted genes are unequivocally associated with abnormalities in DNA metabolisms and homozygosity increases the genome instability, and some dominantly inherited genes are categorized into loss-of-function mutation of tumor suppressing genes. While the identified syndromes themselves are uncommon and constitute a minor fraction in population, the heterozygote expression of recessive genes is our major concern of genetic predisposition to cancer, and mutation of tumor suppressing genes, identified as somatic mutation, plays a crucial role in the development of a variety of common cancers. Moreover, their possible non-Mendelian inheritance of mutational susceptibility leads us to an even more rewarding area of cancer genetics.
Introduction
Since cancers are generally recognized as the results of somatic heritable changes in certain genes, it is likely that the genetic factors play an important role in their development. The strong evidence for the genetically determined susceptibility to cancer in man stems from the existence of some cancer-predisposing genetic diseases. The insight into the nature, origin and function of such mutant genes has been my major concern in the study of causation of cancer and cancer genetics in man, and constitutes the aim of this lecture.
My carrier was molded by several prominent teachers, beginning with Professor Sajiro Makino who inspired me to dedicate to learning chromosome science when I was a postgraduate student in Hokkaido University from 1959 to 1964 and studied chromosomes of human cancers in his laboratory (Makino et al., 1964) : Professor Amos Norman, who stimulated my interest in chromosome mutagenesis when I was a research fellow at University of California. This approach was applied to cytogenetic studies on cancer-predisposing diseases when I joined Professor Akira Tonomura at Tokyo Medical and Dental University, where the study on chromosomal radiosensitivity of Down's syndrome was my first link between chromosome mutation and genetic predisposition to cancer (Sasaki and Tonomura, 1969) . I am also grateful to numerous colleagues with whom I have worked out the past 24 years. In particular, I am indebted to Professor Hiraku Takebe, Kyoto University, who stimulated my work on cancer-predisposing diseases and offered a very productive collaboration and warm friendship for many years.
Apart from syndromes with constitutional genomic imballance such as Down's syndrome, the inherited cancer-predisposing diseases are divided into recessive and dominant diseases, or alternatively preneoplastic state in which mutant gene is not itself neoplastic but increases probability that cancer will develop, and hereditary neoplasm in which cancer is the sole manifestation of the mutant gene. In this review I cannot be comprehensive, but address the possible nature of cancer predisposing genes and their relevance to the development of cancer basing on our cytogenetic studies on Fanconi's anemia and retinoblastoma as examples of these two forms of genetic conditions.
Fanconi anemia gene possibly related with the DNA repair pathways
In 1968, Cleaver found that the patients with autosoma] recessive disease, xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), were defective in the repair of DNA damage induced by ultraviolet light irradiation. Since XP had been known to develop cancers in the sun-exposed area, this discovery had a great impact on the study of mutation and cancer in man since it provided the strong evidence for the essential unity of DNA repair system in a wide range of organisms from bacteria to humans, and for the mutational origin of human cancer. This prompted us to search for the biochemical defects associated with the mutant genes which were responsible for other hereditary diseases of high cancer propensity.
Fanconi's anemia (FA) is also a rare genetic disease transmitted as an autosomal recessive trait. The FA homozygotes are identified by a combination of growth retardation, pigmentation anomaly of the skin and diverse congenital anomalies associated with a progressive insufficiency of the bone marrow leading to pan cYtopenia. The disease is also characterized by the increased frequency of spontaneous chromosome breakage as categorized into the chromosome breakage syndrome (German, 1969) . The disease often leads to the development of leukemia and other cancers provided that the patients do not die before from other sequelae of their disease (German, 1983) .
The rationale of my approach was that the basic unit of interphase chromosome is a single DNA duplex (Sasaki and Norman, 1966) , and any interruption in the continuity of chromosome may be directly or indirectly related with the basic DNA metabolism. In relation to the basic defect in FA, of considerable interest was a mutagen specificity to chromosome breakage. A high sensitivity of FA to chromosome breakage, first noted by Schuler et al. (1969) in cultured lymphocytes treated with tetramethanesulfonyl-d-mannit, was later found to be specific to the agents that can introduce interstrand crosslinks into DNA (Sasaki and Tonomura, 1973) . Table 1 shows the mutagen specificity of chromosome breakage in the FA and other relevant chromosome breakage syndromes including XP. Since the XP cells are deficient in the repair of UV-, 4NQO-and DCMC-induced DNA damage as revealed by reduced amount of unscheduled DNA synthesis , chromosomal sensitivity of XP cells is consistent with the idea that the DNA damage which are remained unrepaired will link to chromosome structural aberrations when they are carried over to DNA replication (Evans and Scott, 1969; Sasaki, 1973) . By analogy of XP, hypersensitivity of FA cells specifically to MMC strongly indicated that the FA cells might have impaired capacity to cope with MMC-induced damage. This has been confirmed by the experiment to see the change in the chromosome aberration frequency against celI cycle position at the time of mutagen treatment (Sasaki, 1975) . As is the case for 4NQO and monofunctional DCMC treatment to the XP cells, bifunctional MMC was equally effective whether the FA cells are treated away from or close in time to the beginning of DNA replication while monofunctional DCMC is dramatically inefficient when treated remote from the S phase like normal cells treated with bifunctional MMC. We interpreted that the removal of MMC-induced preaberration lesions was time-limiting process and the FA cells might be defective in this process. The relevant preaberration lesions may be DNA interstrand crosslinks since the FA cells are hypersensitive specifically to bifunctional or polyfunctional agents such as MMC, busulfan (tetramethyl bis-methanesulfonate), psoralen plus light reaction, nitrogen mustard, diepoxybutane, cis-diammine dichloroplatinum II (cis-Pt(II)), acetaldehyde, TEPA. Strong evidence for the interstrand crosslinks came from the findings that the FA cells were sensitive to bifunctional MMC while not to its monofunctional derivative (Sasaki and Tonomura, 1973) , sensitive to busulfan but not to monofunctional ethylmethanesulfonate , and sensitive to cis-Pt(II) but not so to its stereoisomer trans-Pt(II) (Poll et al., 1985) .
All the cytogenetic evidence was pointing to the possibility that the FA was defective in the repair of DNA interstrand crosslinks. The defective repair of MMCinduced interstrand crosslinks, first suggested at molecular level (Fujiwara et al., 1977) , seems to reside in the initial unhooking process o f crosslink repair (Gruenert and Cleaver, 1985; Papadopoulo et al., 1987) , but other studies failed to confirm these observations. However, recently, the retention of the interstrand crosslinks in the FA cells was unequivocally demonstrated by the use of ribosomal DNA as a probe (Matsumoto, personal communication) Then, the question may arise as to the origin of increased level of spontaneous chromosome breakage in FA patients. Are there any DNA crosslinking insults in our environment? In this connection, it should be noted that the FA cells are also hypersensitive to oxygen (Joenje et al., 1981) . It is thus likely that the FA is defective in the repair of oxidative damage or damage induced by peroxiradicals. Malondialdehyde is one of the most important products of lipid peroxidation and shows strong lethal and mutagenic effects m E. coli possibly by forming interstrand crosslinks in DNA (Yonei and Furui, 1981) . Acetaldehyde is also widespread and regularly occurring chemical stuff which forms DNA crosslinks, and the FA cells have been demonstrated to be sensitive to chromosome breakage by acetaldehyde even at doses which are ineffective to the normal cells (Obe et al., 1979) .
Nosology of FA and allele frequency
Although FA is characterized by a combination of a variety of dysmorphisms, no one feature is pathognomonic of this syndrome and the absence of such dysmorphism is not sufficient to rule out the diagnosis. Table 2 summarizes some clinical and chromosomal data of 37 patients which have been suspected to have FA due to the presence of progressive hypoplastic pancytopenia associated with growth retardation and/or other dysmorphisms and referred to us for cytogenetic examinations. Chromosomal data clearly divide these patier~ts into two groups; group A, here I call definitive case, which shows high frequency of spontaneous chromosome breakage and high sensitivity to MMC, and group B which shows normal level of spontaneous chromosome breakage and normal level of MMC potentiation. The spectrum of associated anomalies is also different between two groups. Patients in group B lack most of the symptoms which can be often found in group A such as typical skin pigmentation, thumb anomalies, hypogonadism in males, but are characterized by high frequency of mental retardation which is not common in group A. It is thus highly likely that these two groups have different genetic background. The group B may not be the FA of the Estren-Dameshek type since the patients chategorized into this subgroup have been demonstrated to show an elevated level of spontaneous chromosome breakage as classical FA (Dallapiccola et al., 1980) . Among 26 definitive cases (group A), 9 (34.6~) had parental consanguinity; either the first or second cousin marriage. Among 45 Japanese patients reported in the literatures but not included in this study, 17 patients (37.8~) are offsprings of consanguineous marriage. All together, 26 out of 71 patients (36.6~) are born to consanguineous marriage. Taking 1.37~ for the current frequency of cousin marriage in the general population in Japan (Imaizumi et al., 1975) , q--1.54 x 10 -a can be obtained for the gene frequency by the Dahlberg formula. This provides an estimated birth incidence of FA homozygotes of about 1 in 4.2 x 105. If FA allete follows the Hardy-Weinberg taw, the frequency of expected heterozygotes is about I in 330. This incidence is close to the estimate of Swift (1971) , who estimated Vol. 34, No. 1, 1989 * Cultured skin fibroblasts. ** Spontaneous frequencies. *** For potentiation factor, see explanation in Table 1. the birth incidence of FA homozygotes of l in 3.48 x l0 S in New York State.
Other recessive genes and implication to the genetic predisposition to cancer
Apart from XP and FA, the AT and BS are among the most cancer-prone conditions of the autosomal recessive trait (German, 1983) . As seen in Table 1 , like XP and FA, the AT is characterized by the specific sensitivity to X-ray. AT was thus first considered an X-ray analogue of XP and DNA repair deficiency was suggested (Taylor et al., 1976) , but no clearly defined DNA repair deficiency has been identified. Interestingly, AT cells exhibit X-ray resistant DNA synthesis (Painter and Young, 1980) . When normal cells are irradiated with X-ray, the initiation of DNA replication is delayed but this replication response is lacking in AT cells. The lack of the delay might provide less time for the DNA damage to be repaired before entering S phase and results in increased number of chromatid breaks and hence cell lethality. However, I assume that such X-ray resistant DNA synthesis may not be the sole mechanism for X-ray hypersensitivity of AT. Peripheral blood lymphocytes irradiated in Go, but not G1, stage, whether they are from normal or AT persons, do not exhibit any significant delay of the onset of DNA replication after PHA stimulation, but AT cells are still highly sensitive to the induction of chromosomal aberrations by X-rays than normal cells (unpublished data). DNA repair deficiency thus still remains to be sought. BS cells are characterized by the high frequency of spontaneous sister chromatid exchanges (Chaganti et al., 1974) . Abnormalities in the DNA metabolic pathways have been suggested but no clear evidence for the DNA repair deficiency has been reported.
For the specific autosomal recessive syndromes associated with malignant neoplasms, the identified syndromes may not be numerically important in genetic predisposition to cancer in human populations. Then, there emerges an obvious question as to whether the heterozygotes might have a somewhat increased risk for cancer. Swift (1971) brought about some preliminary evidence indicating that FA heterozygotes might have some increased risk for cancer. However, this has not been substantiated by further studies (Swift et aI., 1980) . The best evidence available at present may be AT heterozygotes (Swift et al., 1987) and also possibly XP heterozygotes (Swift and Chase, 1979) . The experimental approaches to the gene dosage effects on the chromosomal and cellular sensitivity of FA, AT and XP heterozygote are rather controversial. However, it is also likely that the heterozygote expression may not be the same as that of homozygotes. The AT heterozygotes have an increased risk for breast cancer while cancer of lympho-reticular tissues are common in homozygotes (Swift et al., 1987) . Berger et al. (1977) described a father with an FA-characteristic malformed thumb whose daughter had full syndrome of FA. It is thus interesting to postulate that the somatic mosaicism, rather than gene dosage, is the underlying mechanism of the occasional heterozygote expression of the recessive gene. Homozygote recombinants in the somatic cells of the heterozygote may be formed by any mechanisms that lead to uniparental disomy such as polyploidization-segregation parasexual cycle, mitotic recombination, non-disjuncVol. 34, No. 1, 1989 tion and reduplication, and regional gene conversion. Such somatic recombination is not a rare event (Ohno, 1966) , and can be enhanced by mutagens Eves and Farber, 1983; Yandell et al., 1986) .
Chromosome mutation at 13q14 as a probe for retinoblastoma gene
Retinoblastoma (RB) is a childhood tumor of the eye. Some tumors occur in hereditary form of the autosomal dominant trait. Substantially all bilateral cases are considered hereditary and inherit mutation from a carrier parent or a healthy parent as a fresh germinal mutation (Vogel, 1979) . In the non-hereditary cases, the tumors are usually unilateral and thought to arise as a consequence of somatic mutation in the embryonic retinal cells. The hereditary RB called particular attention in relation to the mutational origin of human cancers since the development of tumor is triggered by a single inherited gene.
In a small fraction of the patients with hereditary RB, the RB mutation is microscopically recognizable as a constitutional chromosome structural rearrangement, and provides a unique opportunity to examine the nature and origin of the RB mutations. Table 3 shows the results of our cytogenetic survery for the frequency of constitutional chromosome abnormalities in the unselected RB patients. The constitutional chromosome abnormalities were either interstitial deletion involving 13q14 or reciprocal translocation with break point at 13q14. They were de novo origin except for one case in which deI(13)(qt4) was found both in a patient and in his healthy mother. The types of aberrations are presented in Table 4 together with the selected cases, in which suspected chromosome abnormalities were primary reasons for their referral to the hospital. There was one unique case, in which chromosome 13 was translocated onto late replicating X chromosome with break point at 13q12 but late replication spreaded over to the translocated chromosome 13 (Ejima et al., 1982a) . The cytogenetic findings are all consistent with the idea that the loss of gene function at 13q14 triggers the development of RB. Recently, the putative RB gene has been cloned (Friend et al., 1986; Lee et al., 1987; Fung et al., 1987) . Using cDNA probe of RB gene, it was found that the 10;13 translocation in a patient RBI20 directly affected the RB gene (Fung et al., 1987) , providing a strong evidence for the crucial role of RB gene in the development of RB tumor. Data from Ejima et al. (1988) . n.e., not examined.
It is generally recognized that all sporadic bilateral and about 10~ of sporadic unilateral cases are due to fresh mutations that occurred in the germ-line cells of the parents (Vogel, 1979) . Excluding mosaic and familial cases, 8 out of 94 (8.5~o) of the fresh germinal mutations are, therefore, actually microscopically recognizable chromosome mutations. With this figure, together with the estimated frequency of RB patients due to fresh germinal mutations of 2.19 x 10 -5 or 1 in 4.6x 10 ~ live births, we can estimate that about 2.8~ of live births with RB are expected to have gross chromosome rearrangements of de novo origin .
RB gene as a paradigm of tumor supressing genes
It is well recognized that the patients with hereditary RB are at remarkably high risk for the development of the second non-ocular tumors after successful treatment for primary RB tumors (Abramson et al., 1979) . The second tumors, while more profoundly in the radiation treated area, also appear in the unexposed area, and suggest some intrinsic predisposition and its enhancement by radiation.
Osteosarcoma is the most common second tumors. The involvement of structural anomalies of the RB gene has been shown in some sporadic osteosarcomas and osteosarcoma which appeared in a patient with RB (Hansen et al., 1985; Dryja et al., 1986) . Later, in an extensive study using cDNA probe of RB gene, we found that approximately 40~ of the sporadic osteosarcomas had the structural anomalies of RB gene (Toguchida et al., 1988) . They were mostly deletion of a segment either spanning over a whole or a part of the RB gene. Types and rates of structural anomalies of RB gene were very comparable to those in RB tumors (Fung et al., 1987) . ParticuIarIy, the presence of interstitial deletion within the RB gene strongly suggests that the mutation of the RB gene is causally related to the development of osteosarcoma. More recently, abnormalities in structure of RB gene have been also noted in the solitary cases of soft tissue sarcomas (Friend et al., 1987) , lung carcinomas (Harbour et al., 1988) and breast carcinomas (Lee et al., 1987; T'Ang et al., 1988) ; i.e., the tumors also known as second tumors in the RB patients. These observations indicate that the second non-ocular tumors in hereditary RB patients are the pleiotropic manifestation of the inherited mutation of RB gene, and more interestingly that mutation of RB gene also plays a role in the development of a variety of common cancers. The gene of this class has been called antioncogene or tumor suppressing genes, and its mutation is assumed to be recessive mutation since its full phenotypic expression is attained by the loss or inactivation of its normal allele (Cavenee et at., 1983) . The allele loss is often attained by mitotic recombination, deletion of a region containing normal allele or chromosome loss, and this process can be detected as a loss of heterozygosity of polymorphic loci arround the responsible gene (Cavenee et al., 1983) .
Then, why the second tumors are so frequent in the field of radiation treatment? Nove et al. (1981) proposed "repair locus" at 13q14, since they observed that the cultured skin fibroblasts from hereditary or del(13)-type RB patients were sensitive to the cell killing by radiation. However, the increased radiosensitivity of the RB cells have been a matter of considerable debate. We also failed to find any increase in the cellular radiosensitivity as expressed by clonogenic survival after X-ray irradiation (Ejima et al., 1982b) .
In the skin fibroblasts from patients with a variety of other hereditary neoplasms and their obligate carriers, there are some indications that the cells are intrinsically rather hypermutable (Sasaki et al., 1980; Sasaki, 1982) . Similarly, we found that cultured skin fibroblasts from hereditary RB patients showed an increased frequency of spontaneous chromosome rearrangements (Sasaki et al., 1982 , an increased susceptibility to in vitro transformation by murine sarcoma virus (Miyaki et al., 1983) and a high rate of transfection when transfected with neomycin registant genes (unpublished data). However, unexpectedly, such was not the case for RB patients with chromosome 13 anomalies. The underlying mechanisms of such abnormal cellular manifestation of inherited mutations are not known. According to Dao et aI. (1987) , the mitotic recombination is a major route to the allele loss during expression of mutation of tumor supressing gene. The genomic instability mentioned above might contribute to the recombinational processes, and recombination itself could be enhanced by radiation, all being in favor of the expression of the RB mutation as malignancy.
Parental sex may affect mutational susceptibility
The origin of mutation was another concern. The parental origin of chromosome 13 may be determined by examining the morphological characteristics and fluorescence heteromorphism of short arm as well as polymorphic loci as heritable markers. Table 4 also shows the parental origin of abnormal chromosome 13 in RB patients thus determined. Surprisingly, in 9 out of 10 informative cases, the abnormal chromosomes were those derived from father. This strong bias toward paternal origin is significantly different from an equal contribution of both sexes (Z2=4.9, d.f.=l, p=0.027). Since the origin of fresh mutation which can be detected at molecular level remains to be elucidated, it is merely an additional step to imagine, but this finding raises a fundamental question about an equal probability of parental origin of fresh germinal mutations. A strong bias toward paternal origin has been also noted for non-Robertsonian-type chromosome rearrangements in several selected cases of inborn errors (Chamberlin and Magenis, 1980; Butler and Palmer, 1983; Niikawa and Ishikiriyama, 1985) .
In non-hereditary tumors, one would expect that the initial somatic mutation would occur equally in maternally and paternally derived chromosomes. However, studying the loss of heterozygosity of polymorphic loci on chromosome 11 in 5 sporadic Wilms tumors, Schroeder et al. (1987) reported loss of maternally derived chromosomes in all cases, indicating the first mutation on paternally derived chromosomes. However, two of their cases are assumed to be hereditary, and thus non-randomness of somatic mutation was not conclusive. We have chosen sporadic osteosarcoma as a model for the somatic mutation, and studied the origin of mutation of RB gene using a series of polymorphic DNA probes on chromosome 13 and cDNA of RB gene (Fig. 1) . In a total of 13 informative cases, 12 showed the loss of maternally derived chromosome or chromosome segment involving RB gene (unpublished data). By analogy of the chromosomal reorganization during the development of RB and Wilms tumors, the first mutations were assumed to have occurred on paternally derived chromosomes in 12 cases and on maternally derived chromosome in one case. Again, the ratio is significantly different from the random involvement (z~=9.3, d.f.=l, p=0.0023). The strong bias toward paternal chromosomes both for germinal and somatic mutation leads us to a supposition that the post-meiotic stage or very early stages of the development is a major source of the de novo mutation of this sort rather than errors in meiosis.
Evidence has been accumulated to indicate that the parent's sex may affect the behavior of autosomal genes (Surani et al., 1984; Cattanach et al., 1985) . The germinal imprinting, probably mediated by some epigenetic process such as de novo methylation and carried over to the post-zygotic stages, can be one of the modifying factors of the susceptibility to post-meiotic germinal and post-zygotic somatic mutations. Such differential susceptibility due to germinal imprinting is highly hypothetical, but consistent with the lack of apparent paternal age effects on the rate of fresh germinal mutation of RB gene (Vogel and Rathenberg, 1975) , high vulnerability of sperm chromosomes (Kamiguchi and Mikamo, 1986; Martin et al., 1987) , and high frequency of mutational mosaicism in RB patients (Motegi et al., 1982) .
Recent progress of molecular dissection of RB thus revealed a new class of gene which is responsible for the development of tumors. Recent reports also suggests the presence of many such genes which play significant role in the development of Fig. 1 . Southern analysis for the parental origin of mutation of RB?gene in a case of osteosarcoma (KS-81). a: Southern analysis of HindIII digested genomic DNA using cDNA probes of RB gene, RB-1 and RB-5 (Lee et al., 1987) hybridizing withi:5' and 3' portions of RB gene, respectively. Note the homologous loss of some HindIII fragments in the tumor (T). Abnormality was interstitial deletion within RB gene as schematically shown on the top. No structural anomaly of RB gene is detected in the constitutional cells (N) of the patient, providing an evidence for somatic mutation. C is control, b: Southern analysis of polymorphic loci on chromosome 13 in constitutional cells of mother (M) and father (F), and constitutional (1'4) and tumor (T) cells of the patient. Note that father is homozygous for allele 1 and mother is homozygous for allele 2. The patient is constitutionally heterozygous but maternally derived allele (allele 2) is missing in tumor, indicating that deletion mutation of RB gene occurred on paternally derived chromosome. a variety of common cancers. Germinal mutation of such gene will link to the birth of rare genetic disease of hereditary neoplasm, but somatic mutation of the same gene will link to the development of common cancer or play a role in tumor progression as a modulator gene.
